9/11. Jews controlled virtually all aspects of the NYC 9/11 component. It was executed by this cabal of warmongers headed by Dick Cheney and Benjamin Netanyahu, who was in NYC on 9/11. VP Dick Cheney’s Scooter Libby was a dual US / Israeli citizen, Bush and Cheney were top tier Neocons. Neoconservatism’s principal progenitors were all Jewish, Jews owned the lease on the WTC (Silverstein), controlled the Port Authority (Eisenberg), led the emergency response (Giuliani), controlled the nuclear event response, controlled the legal response including insurance settlements (Mukasey), victim compensation (Feinberg), victim lawsuits (Hellerstein), All the WTC security companies were Jewish controlled, the WTC retail center was Jewish owned, Jews owned the WTC security company, all of the four companies that participated in the cleanup were Jewish-owned), rebuilding of the Pentagon (Amec), they controlled the Memorial design (NYC and Pentagon), they controlled the Pentagon (Dov Zakheim (Jew), comptroller, Cheney and Rumsfeld were Neocon philo-semites... military secrets were passed to Israel by Pentagon Jewish operatives Rosen and Weissman, Philip Zelikow, Jew, was exec dir of 9/11 Commission and wrote the report far in advance of the investigation. So far, it looks like the perfect crime executed in a city (NY) where Jews control all government functions.

The author of this pamphlet is Stephen Francis (bottom right in pic). He has a BA from the University of Illinois and has been an antiwar activist for nearly twenty years. He is also the author of NewsFollowUp.com which enjoys a position in the top one half of one percent of traffic ratings in the world according to SimilarWeb. He has been a speaker and coordinator of numerous 9/11 Truth and Academic Freedom conferences of the last few years. The remainder of figures in the pic to the right are prominent internationally known activists all have Ph.D.’s

Israel Nuked the WTC on 9/11

The criminal accusation, that Israel nuked the WTC on 9/11, can be best analyzed by using the well-known meme ‘means, motive, and opportunity. The means component of this is exemplified, as a first step, by the September 2019 release of a two-year study called the WTC 7 Evaluation. It is a study at the University of Alaska Fairbanks using finite element modeling (Abacus and SAP2000 programs) to evaluate the possible causes of World Trade Center Building 7’s collapse. It is headed by Dr. J Leroy Hulsey, Chair of UAF’s Civil and Environmental Engineering Department, and two Ph.D. research assistants. It was crowd-funded ($316k+) through the nonprofit organization Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth. This organization has over 3200 professionals and 20,000+ members who support a new independent investigation of 9/11.

The conclusion from this study was that the WTC 7 did not collapse because of fire.

This statement has broad implications throughout the entire scope of the WTC 9/11 event. The study proves that the official 9/11 narrative is a disingenuous fabrication. This belief has a broad audience all over the world that has been dogedly pursued for 18 years now.

Hundreds of 9/11 Truth local and national organizations including: Firefighters for 9/11 Truth, Pilots for 9/11 Truth, Military Officers for 9/11 Truth, Scholars for 9/11 Truth, Lawyers for 9/11 Truth, Scientists for 9/11 Truth, Patriots Question 9/11 have been researching that event and have conclusive evidence the official story of 9/11 is impossible.

The most important take-away from this is that if the only other explanation for the collapse is controlled demolition.
WTC 7 collapsed in approximately seven seconds, which is nearly free fall speed and is also the same time a classic controlled demolition of a similar building would take. The supposed 9/11 Arab hijackers would have absolutely no possibility of having the required access to the buildings. No explanation needed. Arab hijackers had nothing to do with the catastrophic events on 9/11 ... they were just patsies.

Logically, now, this extends to WTC 1-2. They also collapsed at free fall speed (about 10 seconds). But in comparing WTC 7 and WTC 1-2, they were fundamentally different events in the context of controlled demolition.

It is far beyond the scope of this pamphlet to delve into specific architectural characteristics of the collapse of WTC 1-2, other than to briefly assume that classic demolition techniques could not have been deployed on the twin towers without being discovered. The placement of classic thermite incendiaries would have required a small army of construction workers months to accomplish.

A much easier and nearly untraceable alternative is mininukes. There is a wide array of these devices that are as small as a suitcase. In the means, motive and opportunity context, only Israel fits the case. More on this later.

WTC 1-2 were demolished by a series of very low-yield micro nuclear devices that were planted in the center columns of the buildings and detonated sequentially from top to bottom and configured or directed to explode upward in order to simulate a free fall collapse.

According to experts in this field, “The type of nuclear devices used on 9/11 were likely a modified version of the W-54 nuclear artillery shells that were covertly provided to the Israelis between 1988 and 1998 from US surplus stockpiles illegally exported during the Bush/Clinton era. Chemical analysis done by DOE Sandia was able to identify the chemical/radiation footprint or fingerprint of the warheads based on samples taken after 9/11 of the fallout at ground zero.

It has been reported by Seymour Hersh in his book the Sampson Option, 1991, that Israel has produced nuclear warheads small enough to fit into a suitcase. The radiation dissolves the steel into iron oxide consuming the carbon and silicone in the steel. This explains the missing steel columns and the very important clue of the “vaporized” 20 ton antenna tower atop the south tower. The upward blast of radiation literally vaporized it.

A fission nuke (W-54) uses up only some 1-6% of its fissile material in its chain reactions before the remainder is blown apart and gave rise to the underground fires, the micro-nukes placed within the 47 core columns were chosen small enough so as to not vaporize the outer structure ... The buildings didn’t come down at free fall acceleration until the mini nukes vaporized the core columns.

The US Geological Survey collected samples of dust and airfall debris from more than 35 localities within a 1-km radius of the World Trade Center site on the evenings of September 17 and 18, 2001. Quantity ratios of cesium, uranium, thorium, barium, strontium, yttrium, rubidium, molybdenum, lanthanum, cerium, chromium and zinc found highly correlate with amounts consistent with nuclear fission.

The conclusion here is that 9/11 was a false flag event, used to start Middle East wars and obtain the control of resources in the region. There are many examples (Iraq WMD, USS Liberty, the Lavon Affair, King David Hotel, Lusitania, Pearl Harbor...etc). Israel did not act alone in this. If it was a false flag then the US, Israel, Britain, and Saudi Arabia are the best fit. Qui bono just strengthens the argument. China / Russia... don’t measure up...nor do any other countries.

The creation of the State of Israel is undoubtedly one of the most controversial events of the 20th Century and it continues to boil. Looking at Israel as complicit in 9/11 is a simple exercise, but is complicated by massive amounts of lies and propaganda. To cast more doubt on the official and bolster the view that Israel (Netanyahu Zionists) was a kingpin in this operation, go no further than New York itself. Jews and their philo-semitic accomplices in the US, Britain and Saudi Arabia are the perpetators of